How to find a document

Search in the library catalog

https://documentation.ehesp.fr/

Enter your search term, and launch the search!

**SEARCH TIPS**

- **Space between two words**
  - It looks for both terms.
  - *Handicap école* will find items containing handicap and école

- **Quotation marks**
  - It looks for words in the exact order
  - "Vaccination obligatoire" search for the exact expression

- **Asterisk Wildcard * For a word truncation**
  - It constructs queries with partial search terms
  - *adole* search adolescent, adolescence, adolescents...

- **Plus symbol**
  - Each result contains at least one search term.
  - *Handicap + incapacité* will find items containing handicap or incapacité or both of them

- **Minus symbol**
  - Results do not contain the specified terms.
  - *Handicap -école* will find items that contain Handicap but do not contain école. (To use with precaution)

- **Advanced search**
  - It combines search terms to built a complex query
  - Exemple: Title : tabac ; Author : Dubois
The search results page?

- You will find articles, books, dissertations, reports...
- Items are sorted by relevance. You can filter your search results using the following categories: publication year, document type, key-words...

Click this link to view:
- The abstract
- Keywords that are assigned to the item

On top, additional features
- Share your search results
- Create an RSS feed
- Mettre de côté des références ...

Good to know!
Using your personal account, it is possible to keep your search history, create thematic alerts, your reading lists, manage your loans...
Access to documents

- All the information you need is visible on the results page. It varies according to the type of document you are looking for.

✧ Book, Dissertation, Report

✧ The call number indicates the location of the document on the shelf

Exemple: FR83/0012

✧ Article

✧ The journal’s reference: Title, publication year, and n°

Exemple: Gérontologie et société, vol.41, n°159, 01/07/2019

Good to know!

✧ Book shuttle between Rennes and Paris

✧ This button informs you that the document is online

You will need to refer to the remote access procedure of the database that hosts it to access it. The access procedure are listed in the "databases" section.
Multi-databases search

The search is performed through almost all the Ehesp’s databases at the same time?
And even more!

Specific searches

Journals
Click on **TROUVER UNE REVUE** and enter the publication title.
You will get information about the journal (availability, online and/or paper...)

Databases
Click on **LISTE DES BASES DE DONNÉES** button to find databases list.
*Plus d’information* provides remote access procedure.

Dissertations (thesis/ these)
Section **CONSULTER UN MÉMOIRE** contains the theses, authorized by the jury and the author,
submitted to EHESP. As on the catalog, you can filter on the right.

Researchers' publications
**HAL** is an open archive where EHESP's authors deposit scholarly documents.